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This presentation discussed a unique pedagogical approach in an undergraduate EFL business-writing
course. The course content is focused on concept mapping techniques with non-classified company
information available on the web. In this paper, technical reading is related to business English text based
on readers’ ability to read through company information in a linear way and then perform data modeling
through clustering of various information together in a networked landscape. The primary motivation
behind such course design is to improve computer science students’ global understanding of the
corporate scenario in the Silicon Valley and the Tokyo start-up ecosystem and develop students’
critical organizational analytic skills and technical reading. This 8-week course experiment based on
analysis of student performance explored students' ability to analyze company information based on their
technical reading skills, ability to perform text mining, and how to represent the information graphically as
infographics, concept maps, and social networks. Multiple software was used such as Voyant,
Mattermark, IHMC Concept Maps, MindMeister, and Venngage. Concept mapping data showed computer
science students were able to dissect text on various topics related to Silicon Valley and Tokyo
ecosystem business models. Further, with multiple iterations, students could design concept maps
demonstrating the interplay of various actors, processes, interactions, and identify contextually important
terms and phrases. However, data indicated below-par performance on designing social networks,
indicating the need for more time spent with social networking visualizer software. Self-reported data on
usability and reading strategies questionnaires suggested students’ understanding of the content and the
pedagogical approach.
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How does data become smart? How to design data management that is able to transform data
into knowledge? And what is the customer’s benefit when searching for relevant information? We
show our practical way to smart data: ontology-based product modeling. The management of
data to data and the connection of millions of data points open up unexpected opportunities to
deliver information accurately. Implicit – and often individual – knowledge becomes explicit and
collective. Product models unlock knowledge for everyone and can be used interactively by
customers. Even more content management benefits by using product models as a knowledge
base.
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